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ABSTRACT 
Large eddy simulation/Flamelet progress 

variable approach is employed in current research to 

investigate how flame behaviour is influenced by 

bluff-body and coflow composition. We used Sydney 

bluff-body burner as the target burner. Computation 

grid in cylinder coordinates is approximately 2.7 

million in total number, extended to the downstream 

location 80 times of jet diameter. Three coflow 

compositions with different oxygen ratio at the same 

inlet velocity are considered. Comparing to jet flames 

with hot and diluted coflow, instantaneous and 

statistical results showed that an introduction of bluff-

body preheats the fuel and shortens the flame length. 

At lower oxygen ratio condition, a weaker reaction 

zone emerged, marked by lower temperature and OH 

concentration; the flame appeared lifted gradually, 

leading to a potential MILD combustion. Besides, 

bluff-body effect behaves differently in these flames: 

at lower oxygen ratio condition, a large-scale 

distribution of CH2O appeared as a marker of partial 

premixing and preignition reaction in recirculation 

area; on the contrary, in higher oxygen ratio case, the 

recirculation area brings out more reactive fuel at 

lower speed and higher temperature, hence ignitable 

in the vicinity of bluff-body. 

INTRODUCTION 

Bluff-body is widely applied in numerous 

combustion facilities like boilers and gas turbines, 

since the advantage of expanded stability limits of 

non-premixed flames. Sydney bluff-body flame [1-2] 

becomes a standard target flame in consideration of 

well-defined geometry of the burner and its similarity 

to practical combustors. Vortex shedding and large-

scale recirculation [3-4] are known to keep flame 

stable in backward facing step and bluff-body wakes. 

Meanwhile, several flame modes were discovered [4-

5], conditioned with varying air-fuel velocity ratio, 

which depends on different mixing characteristics in 

the recirculation zone.  

Hot and diluted environments are used in 

various thermal engines to increase thermal efficiency 

and decrease the pollutant emission with hot exhaust 

recirculation employed. Experiments [6-7] on jet 

flames under these configurations discovered that 

differences of thermal properties and composition of 

coflow result in distinct flame structure and 

stabilization mechanism of these flames. In 

experimental furnaces [8], the overall flow includes a 

large circulation mode, leading to a quasi-bluff-body 

effect stabilizing the flames.  

The objective of current research is to 

investigate bluff-body flame behavior in hot and 

diluted environments. With three coflow composition 

of various oxygen ratio, we aim to investigate the 

influence of bluff-body on flames in hot and diluted 

environments. 

1 NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY AND 

COMPUTATIONAL SETUP 

 Large eddy simulation/Flamelet progress 

variable approach is employed in current research. 

The introduction of progress variable enables the 
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flamelet model to replicate extinction and re-ignition 

[9-11]. This approach has been proven reliable in 

computing flames in similar thermal conditions, 

including lifted flames in VCB [12-13] and three-stream 

attached flame in JHC burner [6-7,14]. Favre-filtered N-

S equation and transport equations of mixture fraction 

Z and progress variable C are solved in this paper:   
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where the residuals are all modelled by dynamic 

Smagorinsky model 

A dual-stream configuration targeting Sydney 

bluff-body burner, of which the diameter of central jet 

is 4.6mm, is utilized in this paper, using a grid 

number of 256×162×64 in cylinder coordinates 

system, which has been proved effective in repeating 

major characteristics previously discovered of bluff-

body flame in conventional cases [15]. Three coflow 

conditions at the same temperature (1200K) are 

considered, with volumetric ratio of oxygen at 6%, 

9% and 12%. The rest composition of the coflow is 

made up of 10% H2O, 3% CO2 and nitrogen. Methane 

and hydrogen at equivalent volume at 305K is taken 

as the fuel in the high-speed central jet. Velocity inlet 

conditions are the same with previous experiments 

HM1e[16], which is carried out under ambient room 

temperature. 

  

 
Figure 1 Schematic of computation domain 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Simulation results revealed in this paper are 

computed from stationary initial field with no stable 

flames. As a result, the three flames were found lifted 

downstream of the neck zone. Lower coflow speed is 

therefore adopted to ignited mixture in the 

recirculation zone to emulate practical burning state 

in experimental furnaces and industrial device. 

 

 
Figure 2 Instantaneous (left half) and statistical 

mean (right half) temperature contour of flames 

at coflow oxygen ratio 6%(b), 9%(b), 12%(c). 

The black line stands for the stoichiometric 

mixture fraction. 
 

Figure 2 displays temperature contour of the three 

flames. Previous simulation [17] pointed out that under 

9% oxygen condition, the flame is lifted under lower 

central jet and coflow speeds. Whereas the mixture in 

recirculation zone is surely ignited, similar to bluff-

body flames under ordinary thermal conditions in 

stabilizing flames, further proven by hydroxyl mass 

fraction displayed in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3 Instantaneous (left half) and statistical 

mean (right half) mass fraction of hydroxyl 

contour of flames at coflow oxygen ratio 6%(b), 

9%(b), 12%(c). The white line stands for the 

stoichiometric mixture fraction. 
 

As oxygen ratio in coflow composition inclines, 

maximum temperature in the computational domain 

rises. The flame behaves like MILD combustion at 

6% oxygen case, since the reaction zone marked by 

high temperature and hydroxyl becomes distributed 

and the temperature rises moderately. Besides, the 

flame is more stretched when more oxygen is 

supplied, together with flame pockets appear in the 

fuel-rich side, possibly indicating large proportion of 
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local extinction and re-ignition. However, due to 

larger ratio of oxygen in coflow, the stoichiometric 

mixture fraction gets bigger, which might explain a 

portion of flame pockets appearances.  

 

Figure 4 Instantaneous (left half) and statistical 

mean (right half) mass fraction of 

formaldehyde contour of flames at coflow 

oxygen ratio 6%(b), 9%(b), 12%(c). The white 

line stands for the stoichiometric mixture 

fraction. 
 

Formaldehyde was generally considered a 

marker of preignition reaction in hot and diluted 

environments. Figure 4 shows that obvious 

distribution of formaldehyde in the recirculation zone 

in the lowest oxygen ratio case, comparing to 

distribution in the vicinity of the stoichiometric line in 

the other cases. Therefore, recirculation zone in this 

very case accommodates the preignition reaction. As 

for the larger coflow oxygen ratio, the mixture has 

been ignited ahead of the neck zone, which stands 

that the moderate preigntion reaction doesn’t exist in 

the recirculation zone. However similar to the jet 

lifted flames, formaldehyde still appears on the fuel-

rich side downstream of the recirculation zone, 

suggesting the incompleteness of reaction of the 

mixture. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

As for the effect of coflow composition with current 

configuration, a weaker reaction zone emerged at 

lower oxygen ratio condition, marked by lower 

temperature and OH concentration; the flame 

appeared lifted gradually, leading to a potential 

MILD combustion. Besides, at lower oxygen ratio 

condition, a large-scale distribution of CH2O 

appeared as a marker of partial premixing and 

preignition reaction in recirculation area; on the 

contrary, in higher oxygen ratio case, the recirculation 

area brings out more reactive fuel at lower speed and 

higher temperature, hence ignitable in the vicinity of 

bluff-body. 
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